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Monomial matrices are constructed which transform doubly-extended 
Reed-Solomon codes into BCH codes of length q+ 1 over GF(q), where q is a 
power of 2. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let q be a power of 2. In the book of MacWilliams and Sloane [2, 
Ch. 111 two classes of linear maximum distance separable codes of length 
q + 1 over GF(q) are considered: 
(1) Doubly-extended Reed-Solomon codes: Here [ is a primitive 
element of GF(q), and 1 6 k < q. Let R, be the code with parity check 
matrix 
[ 
11 1 1 . . . 1 0 
0 1 5 [2 ... 19-2 0 
0 1 12 54 . . . (-(q-2)2 0 . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1 (-q-k (W-k) . . . <(q--W-k) 1  
Then Rk has dimension k and is MDS because any q + 1 -k columns of 
the matrix are linearly independent. 
(2) Special BCH codes: Here w  is a primitive (q + 1)st root of unity 
in GF(q2), and 1 <k < q. Let B, be the cyclic code of length q + 1 over 
GF(q) with zeros oi, jsJ, where J= {-r, -t+l,..., t-l,t} and 
t = (q - k)/2 if k is even, or J= {q/2 - t + 1, q/2 - t + 2, . . . . q/2 + t - 1, 
q/2 + t} and t = (q + 1 - k)/2 if k is odd. Then B, has dimension k and, by 
the BCH bound, is MDS. 
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In this note we show that, despite its different construction, the code R, 
can be transformed into the code B, simply by permuting the components 
of the code words and by multiplying each component by some constant, 
and we specify a suitable permutation and constants, for every k. 
To this end we recall the definition of a “Cauchy code” from [l]. Let 
K = GF(q), let K= Ku {co } be the projective line over K, and define coor- 
dinateson~bycp:R~K*-{O},~(~)=(~,l)if~~K,andcp(oo)=(l,O). 
Let K[X, Y], denote the set of homogeneous polynomials over K of degree 
I in two variables X and Y. For PE K[X, Y], and ZE K put P(z) = P(cp(z)). 
DEFINITION. Let n = q + 1, let a= (ai, az, . . . . a,) be a linear arrangement 
of the elements of K, let y = (y,, y2, . . . . y,), where the y, are nonzero 
elements of K, and let 1 < k < q. Then the Cauchy code C,(a, y) consists of 
all vectors (yi P(a,), y,P(a,), . . . . y, P(a,)), where P ranges over all elements 
of K[X, Y] k ~ I . The code &(a, y) is an MDS code of dimension k with 
parity check matrix 
Y; Y; y; ... y; 0 
0 .Aa2 y;a, ... yba, 0 
0 A4 y;a: ... ybai 0 , 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 y;a;-k y;afek ... yba;-k yk I 
where y( = l/y, and, for convenience, it is supposed that a, = 0 and a, = co 
[l, Theorem 11. 
EXAMPLE. The doubly-extended Reed-Solomon code Rk is C,(a, y), 
where a=(O, l,[ ,..., iqP2, 00) and y=(l, l,..., 1). 
THEOREM. B, = C,(a, y), where ai= T(q’-‘)/T(q’) for i= 1, . . . . q, 
a,, = 00, and yi = T(~I’)~-’ for i= 1, . . . . q, y, = y, . Here q is the square root 
of o, and T: GF(q2) + GF(q), T(e) = e + eq, is the trace function. 
Remark. In [l, Example 63 it has been proved by descent theory that 
Bk is a Cauchy code, but without specifying the parameters a and y. The 
knowledge of these parameters is, however, essential for establishing the 
precise relationship between the codes R, and B,. Furthermore, an explicit 
description of the automorphism group of the code B, can be obtained 
by substituting these parameters into [l, Corollary 31, which, for 
2 6 k < q - 1, is isomorphic to the general semilinear group in two dimen- 
sions TL(2, q). 
Proof: Consider the faithful permutation representation of SL(2, q) on 
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R by f(z)= (az +b)/(cz+d), where f= (z 5;). Then g= (y &,)) acts 
cyclically on R since its eigenvalues q and q-r have order n in GF(q’). But 
ai = l/(a,- i + T(q)) = g(ori- ,) for i = 2, . . . . n, which shows that the elements 
c1,, . . . . ~1, E R are pairwise different. Here g(a,- r) is defined as f(z) above. 
The elements y,, . . . . y, E K are all nonzero because q has order n in GF(q2). 
To prove that C,Jtl, y) = B,, it suffices to check that every zero of Bk also 
is a zero of Ck(cq y). A linear basis of C,(a, y) is given by the vectors 
(yiP,(ai));= , , where PI(X, Y) = X’- ’ Yk-’ for I = 1, . . . . k. Now yiPl(a,) = 
qrli-l)l-l qrli)k-l = (rli-l+91-i)‘-l(1i+?-i)k-I=C~=bC~=~Zl(r,S) 
? 
i[Z(r+s)-k+l] , where z,(T, s)= (‘;‘)(k;‘) q’-‘-“. Observing that q2=o it 
follows that 
I-1 k-l 
cd-‘)jy,P,(a,) =0-j 1 1 z,(r, s) i 
oi(r+s+j+ I -b) 
9 
i=l r=Os=O i=l 
where b is determined by 0 <b < n and 2b - k + 1 modulo n. If k is even 
and t = (q - k)/2, then b = n - t and the innermost sum vanishes for j = - t, 
-t + 1, . ..) t-1,t because O<r+s<k-1=4-l-21. If k is odd and 
t = (q + 1 - k)/2, then b = q/2 - t + 1 and the innermost sum vanishes for 
j = q/2 - t + 1, q/2 - t + 2, . . . . q/2 + t - 1, q/2 + t. Thus Ck(c(, y) has zeros 
02, j as above. 1 
COROLLARY. Let the permutation o of { 1,2, . . . . n) be defined by 
cr(l)=l, o(n)=n, and T(~i-‘)/T(#)=~“‘i’-2 for i=2,3 ,..., q. Let c,=l, 
c, = 1, and ci = [ T(#)/T(q)lk-’ for i = 2,3, . . . . q. Then the monomial trans- 
formation 
K” + K”, (u,, u2, *.., u,) + (01, u2, . . . . 0, 
maps the code Rk onto the code Bk. 
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